
 

 

 

In 1989 (USA) Papyrus and EA Launched a legend: Indian-
apolis 500: The Simulation for PC.  It took six months to 
convert to Amiga (which was the bigger market in Europe) 
and in the UK we didn’t see it until December 1990. 
 
Despite getting the game so much later, this was the first 
simulation in the UK using fully filled vector graphics. It 
was a natural progression and spinning the car around, 
making it fishtail and doing burnouts was where all the 
fun was.  With cockpit or exterior views and replay 
choices, it was a fine ’dos around’ but not a great  game.  
Oval racing was, as best, challenging, at worst tiresome.  
Saying that, 32 opponents was quite astonishing, even 
today.  
  
In the same way that the reviewer for stunt car racer 
missed the ‘selling point’ again here Amiga Format made 
no discussion of ‘physics’ on a title which clearly took the 
‘simulation’ a leap forward.  It made good use of the 
mouse control and had exquisite doppler effect audio (in 
stereo).  A 500 mile race was 200 laps and on a single 
oval, that could be very monotonous.  Realistic handling 
meant fishtailing, oversteer etc were all possible.   
 
Here’s a few interesting quotes from an interview with 
David Kaemer in 1998. 
 
“At the time, many people still had 4.77 MHz 8088 PC's, 
the 80286 based AT machines were fairly new….I was 
confident that we could get up to 15 fps sustained!” 
 
“...everything was written in assembly language, for 
speed. Space was also at a premium, since we couldn't 
use more than about 570K of RAM. Writing the physics in 
assembler, using fixed-point math, was one large chal-
lenge. Another was creating a graphics database that 
looked like the speedway, but used no more than about 
30 polygons per frame! (We use that many polys in a tire, 
today.) The other main challenge was getting the CPU to 
drive 32 AI cars without slowing to a crawl.” 

I n July 1988 Ferrari Formula one was released for the Amiga, by Electronic 
Arts.  This was the first EA F1 game and possibly the first time Ferari had li-
censed their brand.  It looked reasonable but as you’d expect in 1988, filled vec-
tor was the preserve of arcade/adventure games such as Sentinel, Starglider 2 & 
Carrier Command.     A very critical review in Amiga Computing awarded just 
65% - noting that the game was only written in C instead of assembler (harsh!), 
but in fairness, it  was a poor game.  July 1988 is however notable for one of the 
most astonishing EA games ever – F/A 18 Interceptor.  Written in over 90% as-
sembler, Amiga Computing awarded a very deserving 96%.  EA would go on to 
release countless F1 games until 2002 when Sony paid for the exclusivity.  The 
1990 C64 version of Ferrari Formula 1 is notable for securing the most inaccu-
rate score ever known in Zzap64.95%   It wasn’t worth a half of that score!   

 

Pictured:Amiga Memory upgrade (£100.00 for 512Kb).  Amiga PSU.  Amiga 500. 

! FACT ! 
The 16-bit Amiga 500 had a 7.14 Mhz 
Motorola 68000 CPU and some extra 

chips to help graphics and sound.  It had 
512kb of memory.  Games came on a 770 

kb 3.5” floppy disc. 

Simulmondo developed and pub-
lished this fabulous looking Amiga 
game in 1992. It was Formula 1 3D.  
It was fully polygonal and ran at quite 
a pace, but the handling wasn’t very 
fun and with hardly any options (one 
track and one car (different colours 
but same car!) it was largely ignored.  
Nice cockpit though—it had a working 
mirrors, Speedo and REV counter.  It 
was more tech-demo than full game. 

Grand Prix Circuit from Accolade/DSI was released to PC in 1988 and 
Amiga 1989.  It was fully Sprite driven.  It was certainly a better looking 
game than the Ferrari game and had better control. The audio was very 
’Test Drive’ as was the gameplay.  Sadly in ‘88, PC gaming was not yet 
ready to be as popular as Amiga gaming and sprite scaling on the pc 
looked far removed from quality arcade releases of this era.   The 1991 
update in glorious Polygons was called Unlimited Grand Prix.  It was a 
good game but entirely usurped by F1GP:that years legendary game.  UGP 
had a track editor but was not the only polygonal game with a track editor 
that year—Hard Drivin’ 2 for Amiga and PC had a track editor, as did the 
previous years more popular PC game, Stunts.  

New to FF1 was 
mouse control of the 
vehicle and what was 
a first attempt to have 
the camera slewing 
with the drivers head. 


